
“Taysec Security will provide a reliable security 
service based on industry experience, Fair and 
competitive pricing and above all service”

www.taysec.co.za



CONTACT DETAILS

TELEPHONE
013 741 1490

FAX
013 741 1490

CONTROL ROOM
013 741 1490 | 073 458 3514

ROGER TAYLOR
083 241 3679 | roger@taysec.co.za

DONAVAN TAYLOR
083 627 2700 | donavan@taysec.co.za

VICTOR HLATSHWAYO
083 661 3131 | victor@taysec.co.za
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GUARDING SERVICES

After a cumulative 23 years 
in the industry, Roger Taylor 
and Donavan Taylor decided 
to leave their fathers 
business and branch out on 
their own.

Taysec Security was born in 
2012 and become a reality 
in 2016. It was the plan to 
bring a fresh look along with
some new ideas to to the 
guarding industry. Our 
mission statement speaks 

volumes of what we will 
provide to our
clients.

“Taysec Security will 
provide a reliable security 
service based on industry 
experience, Fair and 
competitive pricing and 
above all service”

Taysec guarantees an 
available management team 
at all times. A professional 

guarding team is what will 
be delivered along with 
technology enhancements 
to ensure that each guard 
is maintaining the levels of 
service required.

Taysec security looks 
forward to the opportunity 
of supplying your business 
or residence with a security 
services
quotation.
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RELIABILITY AND TRUST

GUARANTEED!
Taysec has built up a wealth of operational 
experience within the guarding sector. We 
continue to partner with a range of sectors 
and ensure that we are alligned with each 
clients requirements. 

We will build a SOP (standard operating 
Proceedure) that meets the requirements
of your business and provides the

security you require.

This is done by a dedicated team that will
use experience and technological 
enhancements to provide the 
professional service you require. We will 
continue to up skill existing staff 
members and where necessary train 
specific employees for critical posts.



OUR SERVICES INCLUDE:

COMMERCIAL
GUARDING

COMPLEX &
ESTATE

GUARDING
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MONITORING
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GUARDING

STREET PATROL
GUARDING

SHOPPING
CENTRE

SECURITY



WHAT WE OFFER
The Taysec management and senior team over the years in the industry have built 

up extensive knowledge on the risks and challenges faced by our clients. 

We continue to work hard at improving our services and streamlining our 
operations. Taysec security specialises in guarding and CCTV services. This 

includes armed response services to both divisions.
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VALUE ADDED SERVICES

Taysec security is committed to ensuring we provide new 
technological enhancements to our guarding division and 
operations. This ensures peace of mind for the client and 
improves our service delivery.

Live guard tracking- guard secure. The guard movements 
are updated in our 24hr control room every 3 minutes. Our 
controllers will monitor and follow up on any missed points. A
automated report is sent to the client every morning giving the
exact movements of the patrol guard during the night.

Taysec Security will provide a reliable service.
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Accees control: We use the Eskan devices at Key access points 
to scan drivers license and vehicles licenses. This ensures 
strict access control procedures and accuracy in the information 
collected

Taysec Security will provide a reliable service.

Swiss Systems EVAC device  is a rugged handheld device with 
a 2D scanner and 5–inch display screen. It is water and dust 
resistant making it the most cost-effective device and system
on the market. Industrial grade durability and eco friendly – 
eliminates the need for paper. With a 1-year factory warranty

Swiss Systems EVAC device  is a rugged handheld device with Swiss Systems EVAC device  is a rugged handheld device with 
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